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ACK has earlier published comic books on other industrial luminaries like Jamsetji Tata, JRD Tata, GD Birla. Photo: Amar Chitra Katha It is not the first time the history of the Godrej family is being written. In its centenary year in 1997, film journalist and former editor of Filmfare and Screen B K Karanjia had, at the behest of the industrial family,
penned a voluminous two-part history, tracing their trials and tribulations since 1897. TO READ THE FULL STORY, SUBSCRIBE NOW NOW AT JUST RS 249 A MONTH. Unlock 30+ premium stories daily hand-picked by our editors, across devices on browser and app. Full access to our intuitive epaper - clip, save, share articles from any device;
newspaper archives from 2006. Curated newsletters on markets, personal finance, policy & politics, start-ups, technology, and more. Pick your 5 favourite companies, get a daily email with all news updates on them. 26 years of website archives. Preferential invites to Business Standard events. 1. Lorem Ipsum is dummy Text 2. Lorem Ipsum is dummy
Text Business Standard has always strived hard to provide up-to-date information and commentary on developments that are of interest to you and have wider political and economic implications for the country and the world. Your encouragement and constant feedback on how to improve our offering have only made our resolve and commitment to
these ideals stronger. Even during these difficult times arising out of Covid-19, we continue to remain committed to keeping you informed and updated with credible news, authoritative views and incisive commentary on topical issues of relevance. We, however, have a request. As we battle the economic impact of the pandemic, we need your support
even more, so that we can continue to offer you more quality content. Our subscription model has seen an encouraging response from many of you, who have subscribed to our online content. More subscription to our online content can only help us achieve the goals of offering you even better and more relevant content. We believe in free, fair and
credible journalism. Your support through more subscriptions can help us practise the journalism to which we are committed. Support quality journalism and subscribe to Business Standard. Digital Editor Read our full coverage on Godrej family First Published: Wed, May 04 2022. 06:02 IST The return timelines for seller-fulfilled items sold on
Amazon.in are equivalent to the return timelines mentioned above for items fulfilled by Amazon. If you’ve received a seller-fulfilled product in a condition that is damaged, defective or different from its description on the product detail page on Amazon.in, returns are subject to the seller's approval of the return. If you do not receive a response from
the seller for your return request within two business days, you can submit an A-to-Z Guarantee claim. Learn more about returning seller fulfilled items. Note: For seller fulfilled items from Books, Movies & TV Shows categories, the sellers need to be informed of the damage/ defect within 14 days of delivery. For seller-fulfilled items from Fine Art
category, the sellers need to be informed of the damage / defect within 10 days of delivery. These items are not eligible for self-return. The seller will arrange the return pick up for these items. For seller-fulfilled items from Sports collectibles and Entertainment collectibles categories, the sellers need to be informed of the damage / defect within 10
days of delivery. Try your luck to get a discount coupon 1 spin per email No cheating 27 Episodes We are super excited to relaunch a Tinkle classic! Join the enigmatic Uncle Anu’s band of merry men and women as they look deep into the secrets of the universe. From the smallest atoms to the largest galaxies, nothing is going to remain unexplained!
64 Episodes Suppandi is back to make you laugh with his silly antics, and so is Shikari Shambu, who due to some stroke of luck, ends up being the hero in every situation that he encounters. Join this wholesome journey of stupidity and laugh till your cheeks hurt. 06:51 10:16 A STORY WHERE FATHER-DAUGHTER ENCOUNTER WITH A BEAST 10:01
A MAGICAL FAIRY TALE OF PRINCESS, PRINCE AND A WITCH 05:06 THIS IS AN INSPRINING STORY OF A POOR SHOE MAKER 04:53 A STORY WHERE A DAUGHTER IN LAW HAS ADDICTION OF SELLING OLD ITEMS ONLINE 05:54 THIS IS STORY OF A SUPERSITIOUS WOMEN 04:40 THIS IS THE STORY OF A ARMY RETIRED FATHER
AND HIS BUSINESSMEN SON 05:48 A STORY OF A SLEEPING CASTLE 05:59 THIS IS THE STORY OF SOCAIL CHALLENGES FACED BY EVERY INDIAN WOMEN 04:56 A GIRL WHO LOVES TO HAVE PET BUT HER FAMILY DOSEN'T 04:54 03:40 STORY MAGICAL FLUTE PLAYER AND GREEY KING 05:21 A STORY A BOY WHO LOVES TO DANCE
04:36 A LIFECHANGING JOURNEY OF A FATTY WOMEN 01:02 05:59 STORY OF A SIMPLE DESI GIRL WHO IS GOING TO MARRY A NRI INDIAN 05:07 STORY OF GREEDY WOODCUTER AND MAGICAL TREE 04:38 A GREEDY TRUCK DRIVER WHO WANTS TO BECOME RICH 03:50 STORY OF LAZY AND HARDWORKING BROTHERS 05:20 A
GIRL WHO RODE MOTORCYCLE 07:54 A GIRL WHO ALWAYS PLAY GAMES ON MOBILE 03:29 A STORY OF A INNOCENT CHILD WHO HELPS EVERYONE 05:27 IN THIS STORY OF TWO DUO WHO LOVER TO ORDER FOOD ONLINE AND BECAME LAZY 01:07 05:56 A STORY OF SALES MAN WHO BECOME THE OWNER 04:30 A STORY OF A
BAD MAN WHO KILLED ANOTHER MAN 06:24 UNITY IS STRENGTH When you work together, you are stronger. 06:55 UNITY IS STRENGTH When you work together, you are stronger. 04:18 THIS IS A INSPIRING STORY OF A UMBRELLA MAKER 08:16 A LIFE CHANGING JOURNEY OF A CHILD 06:07 THIS IS THE STORY OF A SHOPSELLER
AND HIS LOVE FOR SOCIETY 04:56 THIS IS THE STORY ABOUT FATHER - DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIP 03:10 A WATER DRIVER WHO CLAENED THE WHOLE RIVER 00:49 05:47 STORY RELOVES AROUND THE INDIAN BIGGEST CRICKET LEAGUE IPL AND BETTING 08:21 STORY OF A HARDWORKING CHILD AND MAGICAL WELL 00:53
07:14 A STORY A LADY WHO ALWAYS PLAY GAMES ON MOBILE 05:51 THIS INSPRINING JOURNEY OF A GIRL WHO BECAME BIGGEST BADMINTON PALYER 06:57 A REVENGE STORY OF A WITCH AND VILLAGERS 07:22 THIS IS THE STORY OF TWO FRIENDS WHO TRAP BETWEEN LOCKDOWN AND A WITCH 07:58 THIS IS A STORY OF A
HAUNTED FLAT 05:02 THIS IS STORY OF A INDIAN BOY WHO MARRIED AMERICAN GIRL 05:39 A STORY OF A INNOCENT CHILD WHO HELPS EVERYONE 04:37 THIS IS STORY OF A HARDWORKING MEN AND HIS GREEDY WIFE 05:46 The story revolves around a girl called Little Red Riding Hood. 00:51 06:19 A STORY OF CYBER THIVES
GANG WHO USED TO ROB INNOCENT PEOPLE 06:06 A GREEDY SCIENTIST WHO KILLED HIS ASSISTANT TO BECAME RICH 06:55 A STORY OF GOD KRISHNA'S CHILDHOOD 52 Episodes Our 7 year old lead has no friends, so decides to make new friends buyconverting an old washing machine capcable of finding and contacting new friends.
Come Along 3 odd kids - they are unusal and have there own ways of getting away through the day, they show us how imp friendship is, no matter who you are and what you look like, nothing is impossible when your best friends are by your side. 52 Episodes When Marcus gets the latest version of his favorite video game he tells himself that while his
parents are gone during the weekend, he’ll finally be able to explore all of its wordls. As soon as he turns on th egaming console and sticks in the game card, a flash of white lightnening jumps out of the screen 93 Episodes Detective Meow is one such series based on events at a circus in a small town full of joy. The circus established a detective
agency led by Detective Meow, which help people solve various problems. The emergence of the circus has attracted the attention of Dr Oolong in the town. 52 Episodes Girls trio with unique talent. They are brave, reckless and agile. These girls are secretly part of Intelligence Agency, for those special spy mission in which only child can be used.
Together this gang is called Dabang Girls. 52 Episodes The adventures of a small, restless leopard named Leo and his best friend Tig the tiger. Every day they play and make new discoveries. The friends explore the amazing environment of the far east, learn new things about the world around them and its inhabitants. Through their adventures, Leo
and Tig learn to be friendly and kind, to help each other, and to respect nature. 52 Episodes The adventures of a small, restless leopard named Leo and his best friend Tig the tiger. Every day they play and make new discoveries. The friends explore the amazing environment of the far east, learn new things about the world around them and its
inhabitants. Through their adventures, Leo and Tig learn to be friendly and kind, to help each other, and to respect nature. 101 Episodes Vir is a humanoid robot boy, very advanced robot but looks like real boy, he has all kind of human feelings. He si intelligent, smart and can think like human and can take decisions like human. He is always ready to
help others and makes all promises to do so. He lives with Dadaji and loves him a lot. He can do anything not only for his friends and Dadaji but for anyone in need. 01:19:38 Goopi loves to sing, Bagha loves to drum. Despite their acute ineptness, their passion to sing and play knows no bounds. They meet in the jungle, to where they are banished from
their respective villages when the cacophony they create becomes absolutely unbearable. An immediate bond is forged between the two hapless souls, their destines get entwined and Goopi & Bagha become indispensable to each other, just as the naada to the pyjama, the lota to the paani, the gulla to the ras! 60 Episodes Vir is a humanoid robot boy,
very advanced robot but looks like real boy, he has all kind of human feelings. He si intelligent, smart and can think like human and can take decisions like human. He is always ready to help others and makes all promises to do so. He lives with Dadaji and loves him a lot. He can do anything not only for his friends and Dadaji but for anyone in need. 60
Episodes Vir is a humanoid robot boy, very advanced robot but looks like real boy, he has all kind of human feelings. He si intelligent, smart and can think like human and can take decisions like human. He is always ready to help others and makes all promises to do so. He lives with Dadaji and loves him a lot. He can do anything not only for his friends
and Dadaji but for anyone in need. 52 Episodes Fred finds a robot that takes the shape of any electronic device. After learning that the robot belongs to his neighbour, a secret agent, he helps them protect the planet from evil. 01:08:50 Watch this Movie Kid Krrish 01:04:29 Watch this movie Kid Krrish - Mission Bhutan. 01:08:18 Watch this movie Kid
Krrish - Mystery In Mongolia. 01:06:17 Watch this movie Kid Krrish - Shakalaka Africa. 01:04:48 Orphaned during a deep sea exploration on volcanic activity, Kabir and Maya grew up to a world that looks forward to an alternative source of energy that would solve the energy crisis once for and all. Rock Shah the Chairman of Raksha Enterprise is a
modern day incarnation of Ravan the King of Auras’ long beheaded by Prince Rama and the monkey warriors. He along with his aide Suroopa and a cranky scientist Vishwa has developed a technology that would sap energy from the volcanic mountains and translate it to power required to drive the ambitions of the frantic world. Little did the world
know about the hideous plan of Rock shah to destroy them using this power. Meanwhile Hanuman, under the advice of Vaayu proceeds to the earth to help the chosen savior ‘Kabir’ from the evil forces of Rock Shah. He along with Maya finally puts an end to Rock Shah’s wicked ambitions to dust and help Kabir save the world 01:03:03 Thousands of
years after the war of Lanka, a mutant demon warrior is back with a vengeance. Resurrected after the apocalyptic war, this dark force Raaka, has set his eyes on what all human daylights have failed to see- the hidden land of the Vanars- and his nemesis, Hanuman! He is the only hurdle en-route the evil enterprise of reawakening the Asura race. He is
armed with the weaponry of Maya, a dark magic practiced to perfection by the most astute Asuras and Aryas of the past. With this he is virtually unassailable and capable of causing illusions within flora, fauna and conscience. The only defense could be one evoked through spiritual wisdom. The mighty Vanar of the past, who is now an ageless sage, a
mentor in his recluse, must awaken the warrior in him, to overcome the deadly weapons of the Monstrous Dark Magic! To prevent this sorcerous assault upon all of Mankind, he may need more than what we know him for. With an unexpected ally in the form of Bindi, a nine year old girl with a lost memory, Hanuman must do whatever he can, to save
all that lies at stake- his little forest hamlet, his species and humanity itself. Can this ancient being decipher the riddle of the old sage, override his bane and discover his legendary might? 22 Episodes Akki, a young, brave boy, with superb karate skills, uses his talent to do nothing but good deeds and help those around him. 01:06:13 Watch this full
movie Jil Jil Genie Begins. 01:06:12 Watch this movie Jil Jil Genie - The Imposter. 01:06:11 Watch this movie Jil Jil Genie - The Terrible Swap. 01:05:33 Watch this movie Jil Jil Genie - The Flood 01:06:04 Check out this movie Jil Jil Genie - The Magical Goggles. 10 Episodes When Roro meets Hero his life is sent into a tailspin. They are the craziest
combination there can be. Roro is street smart and mischievous whereas Hero is dramatic and chaotic. They are best of friends. Hero tries to make sure that everything works out in the favor of his friend Roro. In trying to do so, Hero generally goes overboard and instead of solving an issue creates a few more. Roro on the other hand is more
measured with his plans. This is the reason why they are the right combination as a team. Hero is the Yin to Roro’s Yang. Together they face all the problems and obstacles as a well-oiled machine and manage to come out of it unscathed more often than not.
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